"bag of masks"
him and smiled again, that smile which uplifted her into spheres
where she was in direct touch with unseen and healing forces,
and where were assembled the thousands like herself who also ate
MOM honey, and cleaned their shoes with MOM polish, washed
in MOM soap, and were tolerant with their poor ignorant Captain
Days . . ."
In contrast to the MOM lady, I must present Young Hearty
arranging columbines at the bedside of a patient at the hospital,
who was suddenly moved to exclaim: -"Wouldn't one almost
think that somebody had designed them, instead of their just growing
out of the earth?"
I honestly try to discourage all these women from coming
anywhere near me, so that I need not sublimate my irritation,
having a shrewd suspicion that this is only a phrase for behaving
badly. If you hear me say at a first encounter: "we must meet",
you will know that it means we never shall if I can help it. "We
might meet'5 is much more hopeful. And allowing myself to
behave badly, however much I may call it sublimation or getting
it off my chest, is not likely to earn me the sort of obituary notice
which I found some time ago in The Times. "A lovely, radiant
woman, unselfish, tolerant, loyal, brave, sincere"—followed by a
sprinkle of Greek. The pendulum swung right over when in the
Personal Ads. I found that a companion was required for an elderly
lady of "morose disposition*'. I do hope that the morose lady
inserted this herself in a fit of frankness' which does her 'eternal
credit; I hope, too, that her companion, when found, took a liking
to her in spite of the morose disposition*
I wish I had not left out from my procession the woman of
bogus helpfulness, who when your trouble is so black that you
could wish her to San Francisco (as the Man Who Could Work
Miracles wished the policeman) will bend over you and in a voice
of sweetly modulated sympatny and encouragement say: "Cry,
dear, it will do you good. And then I'll bring you a glass of
Horlicks, nice and hot." Fat lot of use—(I have a special drawer
where I thrust away "Fat lot of use" people, ancf it is full to
John van Druten for not interrupting himself in spontaneous conversation, by a con-
scientious : " Oh, by the way, I think I ought to mention that MOM is not my own, but
invented by Peter Stem," when I discovered that Ivor Brown paid tribute to the usefulness
of MOM, but acknowledged it to John van Druten, in his fascinating book **, A Word in
Your Ear ". By the time it readied me, my sudden loud cries of: " Hi I w and **Look
htrt I " were too late to alter the mistake. I am therefore putting in this explanation now*
by permission of both gentlemen concerned.
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